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SCOPE
The record group of Joseph Tate Cooper contains a series of lectures presented at Allegheny Seminary, 1871-1886, and several pamphlets.
I. INVENTORY.

Inventory itemized.

II. Lectures.

Lectures 69-71: Man, His Creation; The Image of God; Anthropological Errors; Errors in Relation to Man; Darwinism; Errors in Relation to Man: Diversity of the Human Races.

Lectures 72-75: Man, His Antiquity; Nature of Sin: Native Depravity.

Lectures 76-80: Total Depravity; Modes of Transmission of Corrupt Nature; Misery of the Race; Reasons for the Covenant; Adam, a Representative.

Lectures 80-82: Ground of Adam’s Representation; Imputation of Adam’s Guilt; Objections to Imputation; False View of Imputation; Covenant of Grace.

Lectures 83-86: Covenant of Grace; Confession of Faith; Administration of the Covenant.

Lectures 87-92: Christ as Mediator; Mediator Must Be God & Man; The Incarnation; Incarnation – Eutychianism; Sinlessness of Christ.

Lectures 93-96: Incarnation – Observations; The Mediatorial Office; Jesus the Messiah; Jesus the True Messiah; Jewish Objections.

III. Pamphlets.

Inquiro Vindicated against A Late Attack of the Rev. C. Webster…Philadelphia, 1843; Reasons of Protest Against a Decision of the Associated Synod of North America, Philadelphia, 1844; Answers To “Questions Without Answers,” Philadelphia, 1844 (2 copies).
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III. Pamphlets.


Memorial Service for Joseph Tate Cooper, Sermon by S. G. Fitzgerald, Philadelphia, 1866; Sketch of the life of J. T. Cooper, Pittsburgh, 1886.  FF 11.
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